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Connection between hysteresis and thermal relaxation in magnetic materials

Vittorio Basso, Cinzia Beatrice, Martino LoBue, Paola Tiberto, and Giorgio Bertotti
Istituto Elettrotecnico Nazionale Galileo Ferraris and INFM, Corso M. d’Azeglio 42, I-10125 Torino, Italy

~Received 20 May 1999!

The connection between hysteresis and thermal relaxation in magnetic materials is studied from both the
experimental and the theoretical viewpoint. Hysteresis and viscosity effects are measured in Finemet-type
nanocrystalline materials above the Curie temperature of the amorphous phase, where the system consists of
ferromagnetic nanograins imbedded in a paramagnetic matrix. The hysteresis loop dependence on field rate, the
magnetization time decay at different constant fields, and the magnetization curve shape after field reversal are
all consistent with a single value of the fluctuation fieldH f.8 A m21 ~at 430 °C). In addition, it is shown that
all data collapse onto a single curveM (Hath), when magnetization is plotted as a function of a properly defined
field Hath, dependent on time and field rate. Experimental data are interpreted by assuming that the system
consists of an assembly of elementary bistable units, distributed in energy levels and energy barriers. The
approximations under which one predicts data collapse onto a single curveM (Hath) are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The joint presence of hysteresis and thermal relaxatio
a common situation in physical systems characterized
metastable energy landscapes~magnetic hysteresis, plasti
deformation, superconducting hysteresis!, and their interpre-
tation still represents a challenge to nonequilibrium therm
dynamics. Hysteresis is the consequence of the fact
when the system is not able to reach thermodynamic equ
rium during the time of the experiment, the system will r
main in a temporary local minimum of its free energy, a
its response to external actions will become history dep
dent. On the other hand, the fact that the system is no
equilibrium makes it spontaneously approach equilibriu
and this will give rise to relaxation effects even if no extern
action is applied to the system.

In magnetic materials, thermal relaxation effects~also
termed magnetic after-effects or magnetic viscosity effe!
are particularly important in connection with data stora
and with the performance of permanent magnets, whe
certain magnetization state must be permanently conser
Magnetic viscosity experiments often show an intricate int
play with hysteresis and with the role of field history in th
preparation of the system.1 Thermal-activation-type model
have been proposed to interpret the fact that the initial sta
of relaxation often exhibit a logarithmic time decay of th
magnetization,2 but these models fail in explaining the co
nection of viscosity to hysteresis properties. Extensions w
proposed to describe thermally activated dynamic effects
hysteresis loops3 and nonlogarithmic decay of th
magnetization.4 There exist in the literature models for th
prediction of coercivity, where thermal activation over ba
riers plays a key role,5 but these models usually do not pa
attention to the problem of the prediction of hysteresis un
more complicated field histories. An alternative is rep
sented by detailed micromagnetic descriptions of the mag
tization process, coupled to Monte Carlo techniques for
study of its time evolution.6,7 In these cases, the extrapol
tion of the results to long times and the identification of slo
~log-type! relaxation laws is far from straightforward.
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~2!/1278~8!/$15.00
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Particular attention has recently been focused on the j
description of hysteresis and thermal relaxation in syste
that are the superposition of elementary bistable units.8,9 The
working hypothesis, inspired by the results of several pre
ous authors,10–12 is that the free energy of the system can
decomposed into the superposition of simple free-ene
profiles, each characterized by two energy minima separ
by a barrier. The approach is able to predict, together w
hysteresis effects, the commonly observed logarithmic de
of the magnetization at constant applied field as well as m
complicated history-dependent relaxation phenomena.13 In
this, it yields conclusions similar to those given by hystere
models driven by stochastic input.14 When thermal activation
effects are negligible, the approach reduces to the Preis
model of hysteresis, which provides quite a detailed desc
tion of several key aspects of hysteresis.15 The most remark-
able feature of the approach is that it yields this joint desc
tion of hysteresis and thermal relaxation on the basis of a
simple assumptions common to both aspects of the phen
enology.

Following these considerations, in this article we inves
gate the connection between hysteresis and thermal re
ation both from the theoretical and the experimental vie
point. Starting from the general approach developed in Re
we derived analytical laws for various types of histor
dependent relaxation patterns~Sec. II!. The model predic-
tions were then applied to interpret experiments on a m
netic system particularly suited to this task~Sec. III!. The
system, obtained by partial crystallization of the amorpho
Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9 alloy and known in the literature a
Finemet-type alloy, consists of a;70% volume fraction of
Fe-Si crystallites with diameters of about 10 nm, imbedd
in an amorphous matrix.16 The crystalline and the amorphou
phases are both ferromagnetic at room temperature, w
the system behaves like a good soft magnetic material. H
ever, the two phases have distinct Curie temperaturesTc
.350 °C for the amorphous phase andTc.700 °C for the
crystalline phase. When the temperature is raised ab
350°C and the amorphous phase becomes paramagneti
grain-grain coupling provided by the ferromagnetic matrix
1278 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 1279CONNECTION BETWEEN HYSTERESIS AND THERMAL . . .
switched off, and the system is transformed into an assem
of magnetic nanograins randomly dispersed in a nonm
netic matrix. This change results in a steep increase of
coercive field, due to the decoupling of the nanograins,17 and
in a definite enhancement of thermal relaxation effects,18 not
only because the temperature is increased, but also~and
mainly! because the typical activation volumes involved
magnetization reversal are strongly reduced, again by
decoupling of the nanograins. This is a situation where h
teresis and thermal relaxation acquire comparable imp
tance in determining the response of the system, and w
the time scale of relaxation effects becomes small enough~in
the range of seconds! to be amenable to a detailed study.

We carried out a systematic experimental investigation
hysteresis and thermal relaxation under various conditio
and we made use of the theoretical approach of Sec. I
interpret the experimental results. A remarkable gene
agreement between theory and experiment was found. M
precisely our main results can be summarized as follows

~i! The various relaxation patterns observed after differ
field histories are all consistent with a unique value of
fluctuation field,7,19 H f5kBT/m0Msv, wherekB is the Bolt-
zmann constant,T is the absolute temperature,Ms is the
saturation magnetization andv is the activation volume. At
T5430 °C, we foundH f.8 A m21. This corresponds to an
activation volumev of linear dimensionsv1/3 of the order of
100 nm, which indicates that, even well beyond the Cu
point of the amorphous matrix magnetization, reversal s
involves a consistent number of coupled nanograins.

~ii ! The saturation loop coercive fieldHc depends on the
applied field ratedH/dt according to the law:

Hc5H f ln~ udH/dtu!1C, ~1!

whereH f is the fluctuation field previously mentioned andC
is a suitable constant.

~iii ! Remarkable regularities are exhibited by the fam
of relaxation curvesM (t;H0 ,dH/dt), generated by starting
from a large positive field~positive saturation!, then chang-
ing the field down to the final valueH0 at the ratedH/dt,
and finally measuring the time decay of magnetization un
the constant fieldH0. The family of experimental curve
shows a definite nonlogarithmic behavior. However, all
laxation curves collapse onto a single curve by plott
M (t;H0 ,dH/dt) as a function of the athermal fieldHath,
defined as

Hath~ t;H0 ,dH/dt!5H06H f lnS t

t0
1

H f

t0udH/dtu D , ~2!

wheret0 is a typical attempt time and the6 sign is the sign
of the field ratedH/dt. This experimental result represen
an important confirmation of the theoretical approach.
fact, the existence of the curveM (Hath) is a direct conse-
quence of the fact that hysteresis and thermal relaxation
controlled by the same distribution of energy barriers. T
curve M (Hath) represents the magnetization curve that o
would measure if it was hypothetically possible to switch
thermal effects completely and the athermal fieldHath plays
the role of effective field summarizing the joint effect
applied field and temperature.
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~iv! When the external field is reversed at the turni
point Hp , the susceptibilitydM/dH after the turning point
obeys the law

dM

dH
52

x irr

2 exp~ uH2Hpu/H f !21
, ~3!

where x irr is the irreversible susceptibility just before th
turning point. This law is independent of the field ra
dH/dt.

~v! The role of field history is investigated by measur
ments of the magnetization decayM (t) under constant field
H0, carried out after first decreasing the field from positi
saturation down to a certain reversal fieldHp,0, and then
increasing it fromHp up toH0.Hp . Three distinct regimes
emerge quite distinctly:~i! monotonic decrease ofM (t) for
small H02Hp ; ~ii ! monotonic increase for largeH02Hp ;
~iii ! nonmonotonic behavior in the intermediate region. W
will show that also this experimental behavior is in agre
ment with the predictions of the model discussed in Sec.

The general conclusion of our analysis is that the in
vidual magnetization curves and relaxation laws can be q
complicated and are not in general described by log-t
laws. However, all of them can be reduced to a small num
of universal laws, which are precisely the laws predicted
the model.

II. THERMAL ACTIVATION IN PREISACH SYSTEMS

The presence of metastable states in the free-energy o
system is the key concept to understanding hysteresis
thermal relaxation effects. In this respect, the study of a s
tem composed by a collection of elementary bistable uni20

yields substantial simplification without losing the bas
physical aspects of the problem. Each unit carries a magn
moment which can attain one of the two values1Dm ~‘‘up’’
or ‘‘ 1’’ state! and2Dm ~‘‘down’’ or ‘‘ 2’’ state!. The unit
is characterized by a simple double-well potential describ
by the barrier heightm0hcDm and the energy difference
2m0huDm between the two states, wherehc.0 andhu are
field parameters characterizing the unit.

Let us consider a system consisting of a collection
many such units. The state of the collection is defined
specifying the two subsets of units,S1 andS2 , that are in
the up and down state at a certain time. At zero tempera
the history of the applied field only controls the shape
these subsets and the description reduces to the Pre
model.15 If we represent each elementary unit as a point
the plane (hc ,hu), known as Preisach plane, a certain fie
history will produce a lineb(hc) in the Preisach plane sepa
rating theS1 andS2 subsets~see Fig. 1!.

The b(hc) line is just the set of internal state variable
that are needed to characterize the metastability of the
tem. In this sense, the approach can be interpreted as a
modynamic formulation applicable to systems with hyst
esis for which the hypothesis of local equilibrium is n
valid.8,20 All thermodynamic functions can be expressed
functionals ofb(hc). In particular, the magnetizationM is
given by the integral15
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M52MsE
0

`

dhcE
0

b(hc)

p~hc ,hu!dhu , ~4!

where Ms is the saturation magnetization andp(hc ,hu) is
the so-called Preisach distribution, giving the statisti
weight of each elementary contribution. Equation~4! holds
under the symmetry assumptionp(hc ,2hu)5p(hc ,hu).

In the presence of thermal activation, each unit (hc ,hu)
relaxes to its energy minimum, with the transition rates giv
by the Arrhenius law. The interplay between external fie
changes and thermal relaxation effects, once averaged
the entire collection of units, determines the time evolut
of the system. When the system is far from equilibrium,
relaxation picture is extremely complex and strongly histo
dependent. These aspects have been extensively discus
Refs. 8,20. It has been shown that, if the temperature is
too high, the relevant contributions to the relaxation proc
are all concentrated around the time-dependent state
b(hc ,t), and the time evolution of the state of the system
reduced to the time dependence of theb(hc ,t) line itself.
The following evolution equation governs the state line:

]b~hc ,t !

]t
52

H f

t0
sinhFH~ t !2b~hc ,t !

H f
GexpF2

hc

H f
G , ~5!

where t0 is a typical attempt time, of the order o
1029– 10210 s, andH f5kBT/m0Dm is the so-called fluctua
tion field. In the limitH f→0 the effect of thermal activation
vanishes and the solution of Eq.~5! yields the Preisach
switching rules.20

In order to make quantitative predictions about the m
netizationM (t) @Eq. ~4!#, one must know the system stat
given by the lineb(hc ,t), and the Preisach distributio
p(hc ,hu). The state lineb(hc ,t) can be derived, given the
field historyH(t), by solving Eq.~5!. We consider here the
case where the field history is composed of arbitrary
quences of time intervals where the field stays constan
the field varies at a given constant rate. In this case Eq.~5!
can be exactly solved. Given a time interval whereH(t)
changes at a given constant ratedH/dt, that is H(t)5H0
1(dH/dt)t, with initial conditionsb(hc ,t50)5b0(hc) and
H05b0(0), oneobtains

FIG. 1. Preisach plane with example of state lineb(hc) gener-
ated by the following field history:2`, H1 , H2 , H.
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b~hc ,t !5H~ t !22H fArthH 72
tH

tc
1

tH

ts
thF6

t

2ts
1Arth

3S 62
ts

tc
1

ts

tH
thS H02b0~hc!

2H f
D D G J , ~6!

where the upper~lower! sign correspond to positive~nega-
tive! dH/dt, and

tc5t0expS hc

H f
D , ~7!

tH5
H f

udH/dtu
, ~8!

ts5
tHtc

A4tH
2 1tc

2
. ~9!

The special case whereH is constant in time, that isH(t)
5H0, is obtained by taking the limitdH/dt→0, in Eqs.
~6!–~9!. Equation~6! reduces to

b~hc ,t !5H022H fArthF thS H02b0~hc!

2H f
DexpS 2

2t

tc
D G .

~10!

The limit of Eq. ~10! for t→` represents the equilibrium
configuration at constant field. One findsb(hc ,`)5H0. On
the other hand, the limit of Eq.~6! for t→` gives the sta-
tionary state line under constant field rate, when all transie
related to the initial stateb0(hc) have died out. One finds

b~hc ,t !5H~ t !62H fArthS 2
tH

tc
2

tH

ts
D . ~11!

For an arbitrary sequence ofn time intervals in whichH
varies at different field rates, the resulting state lineb(hc ,t)
is obtained by using the solution@Eq. ~6!# at the stepn21 as
the initial condition of stepn.

Of particular interest is the field history commonly co
sidered in a magnetic viscosity experiment. The system
prepared by starting from positive saturation (H→`), then
bringing the field down to the final valueH0 at the rate
dH/dt, and then, from the instantt50, keepingH0 constant
over time. Att50, the state lineb(hc,0) is given by Eq.~11!
~minus sign!, with H(0)5H0. The state line describing th
relaxation is obtained by inserting Eq.~11! as the initial con-
dition of Eq. ~10!. The resultingb(hc ,t) ~see Fig. 2! can be
approximately divided into two parts:

b~hc ,t !5H H0 hc,H* ~ t !

H02H* ~ t !1hc hc.H* ~ t !,
~12!

where

H* ~ t !5H f lnS tH

t0
D1H f lnS 11

t

tH
D . ~13!

At the initial time t50 the state line is already relaxed in th
portion hc,H f ln(tH /t0) as a consequence of the previo
field history. Then the front propagates at logarithmic spe
and the final equilibrium state is gradually approached.
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PRB 61 1281CONNECTION BETWEEN HYSTERESIS AND THERMAL . . .
As a conclusion to this section, we discuss a useful
proximate form of the results obtained so far. Let us consi
the state line of Eq.~12!. The relaxed part,b(hc ,t)5H0 for
hc,H* (t), extends over anhc interval of a few timesH f
@see Eq.~13!#. Usually H f!Hc , where Hc represents the
coercive field. If the Preisach distribution is concentra
aroundhc;Hc , the contributions to the magnetization, E
~4!, coming from the regionhc,H* (t) will be small. There-
fore, the magnetization calculated from Eq.~4! will not
change substantially if one modifies the true state line of F
2 into the line b(hc ,t)5Hath(t)1hc where Hath(t)5H0
2H* (t). Perfectly analogous considerations apply to
case whereH0 is reached under positivedH/dt. The conclu-
sion is that the magnetization associated with different co
binations of time and field rate will be the same if one e
presses the results in terms of the functionM (Hath), where
Hath is given by Eq.~2!. The fieldHath plays the role of an
effective field summarizing the effects of the applied fie
and of thermal activation. We stress the fact that the e
tence of the functionM (Hath) is independent of the details o
the energy barrier distribution of the system, provided
main approximation previously mentioned is satisfied. T
approximate law of corresponding states expressed
M (Hath) will be exploited in the analysis of the experiment
results presented in the next section.

III. THERMAL RELAXATION AND HYSTERESIS
IN NANOCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS

A. Experimental setup

We investigated the hysteresis properties of nanocrys
line Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9 ~Finemet! alloys. This material is

FIG. 2. State evolution for the field history considered in a m
netic viscosity experiment. The system is prepared by starting f
positive saturation (H→`), then bringing the field down to the
final valueH0 at the ratedH/dt, and then, from the instantt50,
keepingH0 constant over time. Continuous lines: sequence of s
lines b(hc ,t) calculated from Eq.~11! in the case where the field
H(t) decreases from1` at the field ratedH/dt. Dashed lines:
sequence of state linesb(hc ,t) calculated from Eq.~10! under con-
stant fieldH0. As time proceeds,b(hc ,t) approaches the equilib
rium state lineb(hc ,`)5H0 by a front that moves at logarithmi
speed. In the regionhc.H* (t), the state line can be described
b(hc ,t)5Hath(t)1hc , where the athermal fieldHath(t) is given by
Eq. ~2!
-
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commonly prepared by rapid solidification in the form
ribbons approximately 20-mm thick. The material is amor-
phous in the as-cast state. Partial crystallization is induced
subsequent annealing in a furnace at 550 °C for 1 h, with
growth of Fe-Si crystal grains~with approximately 20 at. %
Si content!. About 70% of the volume fraction turns out t
be occupied by the Fe-Si crystal phase, in the form of n
ograins of about 10 nm linear dimension, imbedded in
amorphous matrix. The crystalline and the amorphous pha
are both ferromagnetic, but have quite distinct Curie te
peratures: Tc.350 °C for the amorphous phase,Tc

.700 °C for the crystalline phase. Therefore, above 350
one has a system composed of ferromagnetic nanograins
bedded in a paramagnetic matrix, a situation in which
grain-grain coupling is strongly reduced and relaxation p
nomena become important.

The measurements were performed on a single strip~30
cm long, 10 mm wide, and 20mm thick! placed inside an
induction furnace. The temperature in the oven ranged fr
20 to 500°C, always below the original annealing tempe
ture. The sample, the solenoid to generate the field, and
compensated pickup coils were inserted in a tube kept un
controlled Ar atmosphere. The temperature, measured b
thermocouple, was checked to be constant along the sam
The large thermal inertia of the furnace permitted us to p
form measurements under controlled temperature with
heater off, in order to reduce electrical disturbances. Exp
ments were performed up to a maximum temperature
500 °C and it was checked that no structural changes w
induced by the measurement at the highest temperature
periments were performed under field ratedH/dt in the
range 10–106 A m21s21. From 20 to 400 °C, we observe
the increase of coercivity due to magnetic hardening.21 The
paramagnetic transition of the amorphous matrix cause
strong increase of the coercive field and a decrease of
saturation magnetization. As expected, after a peak aro
400 °C, the coercivity decreases due to the reduction of
Fe-Si anisotropy constant and the onset of superparam
netic effects. We selected, for our investigation, the tempe
tureT5430 °C, above the maximum coercivity, as the po
where nanograins are substantially decoupled. At this te
perature we measured thermal activation effects on

~1! Saturation loops, that is~i! loops and coercivity versus
field rate, and~ii ! relaxation curves versus applied fieldH0
and field ratedH/dt;

~2! Return branches with turning pointHp , that is ~i!
branch shapes versus field rate and~ii ! relaxation curves ver-
sus field history (H0 andHp).

B. Thermal relaxation and dynamics along the saturation loop

1. Hc vs dH/dt

We found that aboveT.350 °C hysteresis loop shape
strongly depend on the field rate. Given the small ribb
thickness and the high electrical resistivity of the alloy, th
dependence cannot be attributed to eddy current effect
least for magnetizing frequencies below 100 Hz. Figure
shows hysteresis loops measured under different field rate
T5430 °C. The inset shows the coercive field depende
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on field rate, together with the prediction of Eq.~1!. Curve
fitting with H f as an adjustable parameter gives the re
H f58 A m21.

Equation~1! was found to be valid for the description o
hard magnetic materials5 and ultrathin ferromagnetic films.22

In the model of Sec. II, the coercive fieldHc is the field at
which the state lineb(hc) divides the Preisach plane in tw
parts giving equal and opposite contributions to the mag
tization @Eq. ~4!#. When the external field decreases fro
positive saturation at the constant ratedH/dt, Eq. ~11! de-
scribes the stationary regime where the state lineb(hc ,t)
follows the field at the same velocity and can be appro
mately divided into two parts as in Eq.~12!. When thermal
activation is negligible (H f.0), the first part (hc,H* ) is
absent and the coercive fieldHc[Hc

i is the field at which the
line b(hc)5Hc

i 1hc gives M50 @Eq. ~4!#. When thermal
activation is important (H fÞ0) the state line is given by Eq
~12! and, under the hypothesis thatp(hc ,hu) is significantly
different from zero only in the regionhc.H* ~see end of
Sec. II!, the zero magnetization state is given by the state
of Fig. 2 at t50, Hc5H0 and Hath(0)5Hc

i . Taking into
account Eq.~2! ~with t50), we conclude that the coerciv
field will depend on field rate according to the law

Hc5Hc
i 2H f lnS tH

t0
D , ~14!

wheretH is given by Eq.~8!. By assumingt0;10210s, we
obtain from the data of Fig. 3,Hc

i .320 A m21. At the low-
est measured field ratedH/dt513.3 A m21s21, we have,
from Eq. ~13!, that the state line is relaxed up tohc
.180 A m21. By using Eq.~14!, one can derive the limit
field rate at which thermal effects become unimportant
dH/dt5H f /t05831010 A m21s21; and the superparamag
netic limit, where the coercive field vanishes, asdH/dt
55.631027 A m21s21.

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loops measured on Fe73.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B9 al-
loy ~Finemet! at T5430°C under different field rates from
10 A m21 s21 to 105 A m21s21. Inset: Corresponding coerciv
field with best fit obtained from Eq.~1!.
lt

e-

i-

e
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2. Relaxation vs H0 and dH/dt

The relaxation experiment is performed by applying
large positive field, which is then decreased at a fixed r
dH/dt to the final negative valueH0. The magnetization is
then measured as a function of time, under constantH0. We
performed a systematic study of the relaxation behavior
changingH0 anddH/dt. In general, we found that therma
relaxation results in large nonlogarithmic variations of t
magnetization. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show~i! the relaxation at
different fields reached under the same field rate and~ii ! the
relaxation at the same field, whenH0 is reached at differen
field rates. All relaxation curves collapse onto a single cu
by plotting M versusHath, given by Eq.~2! ~see Fig. 7!. To
obtain theM (Hath) curve, the only parameter to be set is t
fluctuation fieldH f . Data collapse onto a unique curve b
assumingH f58 A m21. The same curve collapse was foun
to be valid for the loops of Fig. 3, when plotted as a functi
of the athermal fieldHath, with t50. As an example, Fig. 7
shows the result obtained for the loop measured atdH/dt
56.253103 A m21s21 ~Fig. 4!, again assuming H f
58 A m21.

These regularities can be derived under the Preisach
scription of the system by the approximations discussed

FIG. 4. Magnetization decay under constant fieldH0 measured
on Finemet atT5430 °C. The different fieldsH0 @293 A m21

~A!; 2118 A m21 ~B!; 2143 A m21 ~C!; 2168 A m21 ~D!# are
reached under identical field ratedH/dt56.253103 A m21s21.
The figure shows the extent of decay in 0.5 s~see Fig. 6!.

FIG. 5. Magnetization decay under constant fieldH0 measured
on Finemet atT5430 °C. The same fieldH052178 A m21 is
reached at different field ratesdH/dt @23104 A m21s21 ~E!;
104 A m21s21 ~F!#. The figure shows the extent of decay in 0.01
~see Fig. 6!.
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PRB 61 1283CONNECTION BETWEEN HYSTERESIS AND THERMAL . . .
the end of Sec. II, that is, by assuming that the Preis
distribution is significantly different form zero only in th
region hc.H* . The field Hath plays the role of effective
driving field, summarizing the effect of applied field an
thermal activation. This conclusion supports the idea t
hysteresis and thermal activation phenomena depend on
same distribution of energy barriers.

C. Thermal relaxation and dynamics along return branches

1. Return branches vs dH/dt

The role of field history on hysteresis curves was inve
gated by the measurement of recoil branches. We obse
that when the field is reversed at the turning pointH5Hp ,
the differential susceptibility after the reversal point is in
tially negative and equal to the susceptibility just before
turning point~see Fig. 8!. This effect is found to be indepen
dent of the field rate. After the turning point, the negati
susceptibility decays to zero in a field interval of the order
the fluctuation fieldH f . This effect was observed for sever
temperatures and peak field amplitudes.

In order to explain this behavior, let us consider the s
tem state in the Preisach plane. ThebT(hc) line correspon-
dent to the turning point is given by Eq.~11! with H0
5Hp . When the fieldH is increased after the turning poin
b(hc) is given by Eq.~6!, with dH/dt.0 andbT(hc) as the
initial condition. The resulting solution forb(hc ,t) ~see Fig.

FIG. 6. Time behavior of the magnetizationM (t) for the field
histories of Fig. 4~left! and Fig. 5~right!.

FIG. 7. Relaxation curves of Fig. 6~a! ~broken lines! and hys-
teresis loop of Fig. 4~solid line! as a function of the fieldHath of
Eq. ~2!, calculated assumingH f58 A m21 andt0510210 s.
h

t
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i-
ed

e

f

-

9! shows that after the turning point a part of the state l
still moves downward even if the field is increasing. Th
part of the line can be approximately described asb(hc)
5H11hc , where

H15Hp2H fF lnS tH

t0
D1 lnS 22expS 2

uH2Hpu
H f

D D G ,
~15!

where the6 is the sign ofdH/dt before the turning point.
Under the approximation described at the end of Sec. II,
that the Preisach distribution is concentrated athc.H* , the
susceptibility after the turning point is obtained by inserti
b(hc)5H11hc into Eq. ~4! and taking the first derivative
with respect toH. The result is given by Eq.~3!, wherex irr
52Ms*p„hc ,b(hc)…dhc is the irreversible susceptibility be
fore the turning point and the dependence onudH/dtu disap-
pears. The fit of Eq.~3! to experimental data is shown in Fig

FIG. 8. Return branches measured on Finemet atT5430 °C
after field reversal atH5Hp . Continuous lines:dH/dt52
3103 A m21s21, Hp52160.5 A m21; broken lines: dH/dt58
3102 A m21s21, Hp52157.5 A m21.

FIG. 9. State evolution after field reversal atH5Hp . Continu-
ous lines: whenH increases fromHp to H0 the state lineb(hc ,t) is
given by Eq.~6!, with Eq. ~11! as initial condition. Part B of the
state line moves downward even if the field is increasing. Das
lines: once the field has reached the constant valueH0 the time
dependence of the state line is given by Eq.~10!. Relaxation pro-
ceeds through the motion of the two fronts indicated by the g
arrows. Part B of the state line can be described asb(hc ,t)
5H1(t)1hc , where theH1(t) is given by Eq.~16!.
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10, where the only free parameterH f is found to be
.8 A/m, coherently with the other results previously d
cussed.

2. Relaxation curves vs field history„H 0 and Hp…

The role of field history on the relaxation effects w
investigated by measuring the time decay ofM (t) at the field
H0 applied after the turning pointHp . In the caseHp,0 and
H0.Hp we found three distinct regimes:~i! monotone de-
crease ofM (t) for smallH02Hp ; ~ii ! monotone increase fo
largeH02Hp ; ~iii ! nonmonotone behavior in the intermed
ate region.

These three regimes are predicted by the model of Sec
Figure 9 shows that parts A and B relax at logarithmic sp
toward equilibrium with two different time constants an
give contributions to the magnetization of opposite sig
However, quantitative predictions need a detailed knowle
of the Preisach distribution shape. We limit here our analy
to the case~i! where, the contribution of the front A of Fig.
is small. In the regionhc.H* one finds that the state lin
can be approximately described asb(hc)5H1(t)1hc ,
where

H1~ t !5H1~0!2H f lnS 11
t

tH@2 exp~ uH02Hpu/H f !21# D
~16!

FIG. 10. Differential susceptibilities measured on Finemet aT
5430 °C after a turning point atH5Hp . Left: dH/dt52
3103 A m21s21, Hp52160.5 A m21. Right: dH/dt58
3102 A m21s21, Hp52157.5 A m21. ~See Fig. 8.! Continuous
lines: Eq.~3! with H f58 A m21.
d
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andH1(0) is given by Eq.~15!. Since the system state ca
be identified byH1(t), this field assumes the same role
the athermal field of Sec. III B 2. By plotting a relaxatio
curve M (t) measured at H052153 A m21, Hp5
2163 A m21, anddH/dt523103 A m21s21 as a function
of H1(t) of Eq. ~16! we found that, withH f58 A m21, the
resulting curve collapses on theM (Hath) of Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied hysteresis and magnetic relaxation
fects in Finemet-type nanocrystalline materials above
Curie temperature of the amorphous matrix, where the s
tem consists of ferromagnetic nanograins (.10 nm linear
size! imbedded in a paramagnetic matrix. This is a situat
where hysteresis and thermal relaxation acquire compar
importance in determining the response of the system,
where the time scale of relaxation effects becomes sm
enough~in the range of seconds! to be amenable to a detaile
study. Experiments have been carried out by investigation
the hysteresis loops dependence on the field rate, the ma
tization time decay at different constant fields, and the m
netization curve shape after field reversal. It is shown that
the experimental data can be explained by a model base
the assumption that the system consists of an assemb
elementary bistable units, distributed in energy levels a
energy barriers. This approach permits one to describe al
measured effects in terms of a single parameter, the fluc
tion field H f , that was found to beH f.8 A m21 ~at
430°C). This corresponds to an activation volumev of lin-
ear dimensionsv1/3 of the order of 100 nm, which indicate
that, even well beyond the Curie point of the amorpho
matrix, magnetization reversal still involves a consiste
number of coupled nanograins.17 In addition, the joint effect
of the applied field and the thermal activation can be su
marized by an effective fieldHath, and the measured curve
can be rescaled onto to a single curveM (Hath). The exis-
tence of theM (Hath) curve, which is a direct prediction o
the model, strongly supports the idea that hysteresis and t
mal relaxation are controlled by the same distribution of e
ergy barriers. The results here obtained may represent a
eral framework for the study of the connection betwe
hysteresis and thermal relaxation in different systems, s
as materials for recording media and permanent magnet
l.
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